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Comprehensive Environmental Testing Delivers Performance
Advantages on Electromechanical Actuators
In just a few months, the Electrak HD
industrial linear actuators have found their
way into more and more machine designs
thanks in part to their heavy duty
construction and unparalleled durability.
Their performance capabilities are no
accident, however. Electrak HD actuators
have undergone extensive testing during
the development process and passed the
toughest technical and environmental
standards. From hot to cold, wet to
dusty, heavy vibration to dropped on
the floor, the aim is to match the
real-world environment that our units may
be forced to withstand. And these
measures help ensure customers benefit
from:
100% performance-tested actuators
peace of mind in Electrak HD’s daily
performance
long, trouble-free and safe
operation
superior total cost of ownership
Learn more about the Thomson test
standard and testing procedures:

See all of the Electrak HD's
features in this new video >

Download the new Electrak HD
Testing Brochure >

UPCOMING LIVE WEBINARS
How to Size and Select Ball Screw Drives for
Standard and Custom Applications
From all the thousands of possible choices, how can
you quickly and confidently size and select the optimal
ball screw solution for your linear motion application?
Save your free seat, register today:

Webinar for OEMs and End Users
(13 December, 2016) >

Webinar for Thomson Distributors
(12 December 2016) >

Enhanced Online Product Selectors
New, improved product selector tools were added to
thomsonlinear.com that allow you to easily sort
through more than 65,000 new webpages of rich,
technical data for virtually all standard part numbers.
Try the upgraded selectors for:
Industrial linear actuators
Linear Ball Bushing bearings
Profile rail linear guides
Ball screws, lead screws and glide screws
More are on the way soon
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